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Abstract—Detailed thermal dynamics of high power IGBT modules are important information for the reliability analysis and thermal design of power electronic systems. However, the existing thermal models have their limits to correctly predict these complicated thermal behavior in the IGBT modules. The typically used thermal model based on one-dimensional RC lumps have limits to provide temperature distributions inside the device, moreover some variable factors in the real-field applications like the cooling and heating conditions of the converter cannot be adapted. On the other hand, the more advanced three-dimensional thermal models based on Finite Element Method (FEM) need massive computations, which make the long-term thermal dynamics difficult to calculate. In this paper, a new lumped three-dimensional thermal model is proposed, which can be easily characterized from FEM simulations and can acquire the critical thermal distribution under long-term studies. Meanwhile the boundary conditions for the thermal analysis are modeled and included, which can be adapted to different real-field applications of power electronic converters. Finally, the accuracy of the proposed thermal model is verified by FEM simulations and experimental results show a good agreement.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistor (IGBT) modules have been widely used in many industries, especially in high power converter applications such as wind turbines, trains, and HVDC systems [1]. Due to cost concerns, industries are interested in higher power densities and integration of IGBT modules. However, in more integrated packages, the risk of failures in different parts of the IGBT module and the reliability of the power electronic systems become more critical. The reason originates from the increased heat generation in the semiconductors that makes the thermal management of the device more critical [2]. In order to implement the thermal management as well as the reliability assessment of the IGBT module, the first stage is to identify detailed temperatures in the critical locations accurately [3]. Temperature identification of IGBT modules is possible by different methods e.g. thermography, thermocouples, thermo-sensitive electrical parameters, etc. However, applying these methods is coming with challenges such as cost, inaccuracy, inaccessibility, etc. Therefore, there is a trend in constructing of thermal models in the device, which represent the thermal system and give temperatures in desired locations. However, modeling the thermal system of high power IGBT modules accurately is a challenging task, because several physical and operational factors influence the thermal behavior of the device. The physical factors are those ones related to geometries including the size and position of the semiconductor chips as well as temperature-dependent material properties in different layers of the IGBT module. One example of challenge is uneven temperature distribution among the chips and layers inside the IGBT module due to thermal couplings [4]. On the other hand, the operational factors include mission profiles and thermal dynamics that seriously affect the lifetime of the device. In a Design for Reliability (DFR) approach, mission profile-related temperature cycles in the critical locations like the junction and the solder are important parameters to be identified [5].

Today, two groups of thermal models have been introduced. The first group of thermal models are built based on the one-dimensional lumped RC thermal network, e.g. Cauer or Foster thermal networks. These thermal models consist of an electrical circuit including thermal resistance and thermal capacitance elements to model the dynamics of the device temperature with respect to the power losses generated in the semiconductor chips [6]. Generally these thermal models are given by the IGBT module manufacturer in the datasheets and they are used for very fast and rough calculation of junction temperature. However, these one-dimensional thermal models cannot be used when considering three-dimensional (3D) heat spreading in the thermal system.

The second group of thermal models is those ones based on solving 3D differential heat flow equation. In order to solve such equations in a thermal system, different analytical methods like Finite Element Method (FEM), Finite Volume Method (FEM) or Finite Difference Method (FDM) have been widely used [7]-[9]. However, using these methods demand for large computational cost and they are not efficient to calculate the device temperature in long-term mission profiles.
Apart from the internal parameters, the external conditions in the boundaries of the device influence the thermal behavior of the IGBT modules. These conditions need to be considered in solving the 3D heat differential equations [16]. In the IGBT module, the boundary conditions include the ambient temperature; the heat sources i.e. power dissipation in the chips and the heatsink i.e. cooling system. The effect of the boundary conditions on compact thermal models has been investigated in some research works. For example in [12] a transient thermal model for multi-chip power modules has been introduced, which includes time-dependent boundary conditions. Similarly in [17] a transient thermal model for data centers has been introduced, which includes modeling of server thermal mass changing with power dissipations and computer room air-conditioning. It has been proven that the effect of the boundary conditions on the compact thermal models can be simplified into equivalent physical constraints to boundaries of the design geometry.

In a DfR approach of power electronics, it is important to model the thermal dynamics of the power semiconductors including the IGBT modules with real load profiles associated with the converter. For this reason, using a single platform with the same time constant for the circuit simulations and thermal modeling gives the advantages of fast calculation of critical temperatures in various load profiles. This paper focuses on transformation of a simplified and accurate thermal model extracted from the FEM into the circuit simulator that considers all boundary conditions, thermal couplings, multi-layer functions and gives temperature with the high speed of the circuit simulator. In section II, the modeling environment and fundamentals of the thermal network will be discussed and a generic 3D thermal network will be introduced. In section III, the concept of boundary conditions will be explained and the effect of boundary conditions in different layers of IGBT module will be investigated by means of FEM simulations. Section IV introduces the translation method of boundary conditions from FEM to a circuit simulator. According to the generic boundary-dependent RC elements, the 3D thermal network becomes flexible to be used for different heat sources and heatsinks, and calculate temperatures in different locations and layers of the IGBT module in a relative fast and accurate way. In section V the introduced thermal model is verified by FEM simulations and also by experiments.

II. THE PROPOSED THREE-DIMENSIONAL THERMAL NETWORK

As shown in Fig. 1, a high power IGBT module consisting of 6 Direct Copper Bonded (DCB) sections in full-bridge topologies and connected in parallel is used as the case study. The materials of the IGBT module as well as boundary conditions for thermal analysis are shown in Fig. 2. In this work, boundary conditions mean the conditions that are existing or applied at all or a part of the boundary of the IGBT module externally, which influence the thermal behavior of the device and the thermal differential equations must be solved with respect to those conditions.

In this case study, there are two boundary conditions, one is in the chip as the heat source (power losses), and the other one is at the bottom of the baseplate as the cooling capability (heat sink/cooling system). The general thermal behavior of the IGBT module is explained by the heat equation, which means that the temperature of the IGBT module is a function of power loss density \( q_{\text{loss}} \) [18]

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} T(x, t) - \alpha \Delta T(x, t) = \frac{q_{\text{loss}}}{C_p \rho}, \quad \alpha = \frac{k_{th}}{C_p \rho} \tag{1}
\]
where $T$ is the temperature in each spot of design geometry and at a specific time, $k_{th}$ is the thermal conductivity, $C_p$ is the thermal capacitance and $\rho$ is the volumetric density of the material, where the spot is located. These important thermal characteristics for the materials used in the IGBT module under study are given Table I.

It is noted that the conductivity of some materials is set to be temperature dependent according to [18]. Silicon and Copper show considerably lower thermal conductivity at higher temperatures, so these materials are more sensitive to boundary conditions. For simplicity it is assumed that the IGBT module is adiabatic from the top and lateral surfaces and therefore all the generated heat is dissipated in the cooling system. In order to solve the heat equation, (1), the IGBT module geometry is modeled in the FEM simulation tool, ANSYS Icepak [19]. The FEM tool can divide the IGBT module geometry into much smaller volumes by a meshing process in order to make the heat equation solvable by the ANSYS Icepak numerical solver, Fluent.

When the geometry of the IGBT module is drawn and ready to be simulated by the FEM, some indexes should be introduced to analyze the impact of boundary conditions on thermal behavior of the IGBT module. Therefore, in this work transient thermal impedance – that is the common parameter to describe the thermal behavior of an electronic system – is used. In a thermal system, the thermal impedance between two points in the transient operation, $Z_{th}(t)$, is explained as

$$Z_{th(a-b)}(t) = \frac{T_a(t) - T_b(t)}{P} = \frac{\Delta T_{ab}}{P}. \tag{2}$$

where $T_a$ and $T_b$ are temperatures in two nodes in the system and $P$ is the total power dissipation, which is generated by the heat source. As a common practice, $T_b(t)$ is normally maintained to be a constant value rather than an instant variable for transient thermal characterization. So the thermal impedance is defined from junction to a fixed case temperature or to fixed ambient temperature. However, in the present work, the target is to derive partial transient thermal impedance curves between the nodes. So, in transient operation, both $T_a(t)$ and $T_b(t)$ are transient curves and the thermal impedance curves between layers will be extracted. To derive the thermal impedances, a single step power loss with amplitude $P_{loss}$ is injected to a heat source in the power module (IGBT chip or diode chip) until the junction temperature reaches the steady state. Then, by dividing the temperature difference between each two adjacent regions to power loss, a transient thermal impedance curve is obtained.

In order to extract the transient thermal impedance curves, step response analysis is implemented by FEM. When the curves are extracted, they will be fitted into a finite number of exponential equations described by

$$Z_{th(a-b)}(t) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} R_{thi} \cdot \left(1 - \exp\left(-\frac{t}{\tau_{thi}}\right)\right) \tag{3}$$

where $R_{thi}$ is the thermal resistance, $\tau_{thi}$ is the time constant of the thermal system and equals to $R_{thi} \cdot C_{thi}$ and $n$ is the number of exponential terms to fit the $Z_{th(a-b)}(t)$ well to the transient thermal impedance curve. Generally, four exponential terms are enough to fit the $Z_{th(a-b)}(t)$ to the curve with minimum error. The number of exponential terms determines the number of RC elements in the RC thermal network [20].

As discussed earlier, the thermal impedances are defined between two nodes. In order to simplify the thermal model, critical nodes in the thermal system should be identified. The main catastrophic failures in the IGBT modules occur due to electro-thermal stress in the bond-wires that lead to lift-off and aging of the solders that lead to cracks [21]. Therefore, the measurement nodes are defined in the surface of the chip, where the wires are bonded and solder layers. So, the IGBT module thermal system will be restructured vertically in four sections: junction to chip solder, chip solder to baseplate solder, baseplate solder to case and case to reference as shown in Fig. 2. The transient thermal impedances are extracted in the four sections. Besides, in order to monitor the temperatures in the heel of bond-wires, several temperature nodes will be defined horizontally in the IGBT module on the surface and in the other layers. Depending on the chip size and the number of bond-wires, the number of nodes can be different. In this case
study, nine points have been selected to give enough information in the layers surface. The extraction process to derive the RC lumped elements is shown in Fig. 3. Based on the described critical temperature locations, a 3D thermal network is extracted, which includes all the mentioned nodes, different temperature locations on material layers, heat sources, heat sink and thermal coupling effects from other heat source. The schematic of the 3D-thermal network is shown in Fig. 4. In this thermal network the thermal coupling from chips in neighbor DCB sections are not considered as the temperature variation among sections is more related to the overall cooling system which is not in focus here. Although significant differences have not been observed, more accurate models can be achieved by setting different boundary conditions of the model for different DCB sections.

The thermal network, which is used in this work is a Foster network and is widely used by industry due to the simplicity of extraction. The Foster model is conventionally utilized as a non-physical model that can give temperature only in two ends of the network and the internal nodes between the RC components do not give physical meaning since they are not grounded. In the presented thermal model – as shown in Fig. 4 – the Foster networks are built between several layers (chip, chip solder, baseplate solder and baseplate) to extract temperatures in these layers. To extract the RC element values the temperature of the higher critical layer and the lower critical layer are measured and the difference is divided to the power losses. Moreover, it is explained in [4] that the thermal coupling effects can also be modeled to thermal network. In the proposed thermal model, thermal coupling effects among the points in the same chip have been removed for simplicity of the model. However, depending on the accuracy needed in the different dynamic operations of the IGBT module, the thermal coupling effects in the chip can be considered.

Fig. 4. 3D thermal network from chip (junction) to reference (cooling temperature).
III. CHARACTERIZATION AND MODELING OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR THERMAL ANALYSIS

In order to understand the importance of the boundary condition effects in the thermal impedance of IGBT module, the cooling system variations and power loss variations are modeled by FEM simulations and the temperature responses are extracted in the corresponding points in the 3D thermal network.

A) FEM modeling with the variation of heatsink (cooling system)

In this section, the thermal impedances for different cooling systems are analyzed including the fluid cooling system and the fixed case temperature. In all cases a 50 W square pulse power is injected into the IGBT chip to fix the heat source boundary condition and the heatsinks are varied.

1) Heatsink with the fluid cooling system

To represent the capability of the fluid cooling system, different cooling mechanisms are considered in the heatsink. For each cooling mechanism, the equivalent heat transfer coefficient, \( htc \), of the cooling system is extracted and modeled as a thick plate beneath the base plate of the IGBT module (as shown in Fig. 2). The parameter \( htc \) is defined to represent the amount of heat transferred between a solid and a fluid by convection [18] and is extracted by

\[
htc = \frac{q}{\Delta T} \quad (W/m^2.K)
\]  

(4)

where \( q \) is the heat that transferred between solid and fluid (heat flux) and \( \Delta T \) is the temperature difference between the solid surface and the fluid area. The heat flux, \( q \), is defined as the thermal power \( \dot{Q} \) – power losses in the IGBT module – per unit area

\[
quotient{d\dot{Q}}{dA} = q \quad (W/m^2)
\]  

(5)

where \( A \) is the effective area for the heat dissipation of the heatsink. Moreover, the thermal resistance between the IGBT module and the heatsink, \( R_{th} \), is defined based on the definition of \( htc \)

\[
R_{th} = \frac{1}{htc \cdot A} \quad (K/W)
\]  

(6)

As concluded from (6), a higher \( htc \) gives a smaller \( R_{th} \). It means that with the higher heat convection between the IGBT module and the cooling system in a constant temperature rise, the heat flux will be more concentrated under the IGBT chips and the heat spreading will be deceased as shown in Fig. 5. This phenomenon reduces the advantage of the big baseplate area in spreading the heat dissipation and the \( \Delta T \) between the junction and the case will be increased. Depending on the cooling mechanism, \( htc \) is varying from 10 W/m²-K for natural convection systems to 10⁵ W/m²-K for phase change cooling systems. Some typical \( htc \)s used in the thermal systems are listed in the Table II.

As explained in the section II, transient thermal impedances are extracted for different \( htc \)s. In this paper, the \( htc \)s in the range of 3000<\( htc <100000 \) W/m²-K are used that are reasonable values for the water cooling system of the IGBT module. According to these values, the transient thermal impedances, which are extracted by FEM, are shown in Fig. 6. It is clear that the most influenced layer in the thermal system is from the case to the reference (cooling fluid temperature) because this layer is the closest one to the heatsink and the heat removes the highest heat dissipation.

2) Heatsink with fixed case temperature

On the other hand, the effect of fixed case temperature on the thermal impedance of the IGBT module is studied. To model the fixed case temperature, in the FEM environment, a thick plate is placed beneath the baseplate (see Fig. 2). There are two options to define the boundary conditions: 1) conductive heat transfer with a constant temperature, 2) convective heat transfer with an equivalent heat transfer coefficient. As observed in the experiments, the case temperature is hardly constant even with a controlled cooling system as it cannot be maintained constant and it will increase slightly with a constant slope [20]. So, a heat transfer coefficient is selected as the boundary condition. As shown in eq. (4) with a fixed value of heat flux (proportional to power losses) and very small values of \( \Delta T \) (0.8°C), the equivalent heat transfer coefficient will be very high (around 100000
More discussions about the boundary conditions in the fixed case temperature are given in [20]. The reference temperature beneath the thick plate is fixed to a constant value and the heat transfer coefficient between the thick plate and the baseplate is set to $100000 \text{ W/(m}^2\cdot\text{K)}$. In this study, the case temperature is varied in the range of 20°C to 120°C. The results are shown in Fig. 7. As it is seen the most influenced section is the junction to chip solder. When the constant temperature is forced to the case, a temperature shock will be injected to the IGBT module. So, with different thermal properties of materials at different temperatures, the thermal impedance will be changed specially in the upper layers. So, the heat generated in the chip does not propagate to the lower layers and tends to be remained in the upper layers.

**B) FEM modeling with variation of heat source (power losses)**

To study the effect of heat sources on the thermal impedance of the IGBT module, the heat sink is fixed to $htc$, which is equal to 5000 W/m$^2$·K and the IGBT chip is excited with the different single step power losses. The thermal impedance at different power losses are shown in Fig. 8. As it is seen, the most influenced thermal impedance is the section from junction to chip solder. This is a secondary effect of the fixed case temperature and similar variations of the thermal conductivity of the Silicon at different temperatures affect the junction to chip solder thermal impedance variation.

---

**Fig. 6.** Transient thermal impedances for different cooling systems ($htc$ in W/m$^2$·K) in different layers of the $T_2$ branch (see Fig. 4): junction to chip solder (a), chip solder to baseplate solder (b), baseplate solder to case (c), case to reference (d).

**Fig. 7.** Transient thermal impedances for different fixed case temperatures ($T$ in °C) in different layers of the $T_2$ branch (see Fig. 4): junction to chip solder (a), chip solder to baseplate solder (b), baseplate solder to case (c).
IV. Transformation of Boundary Conditions from FEM Model to Lumped RC Thermal Network

As discussed earlier, FEM is a time-consuming method demands for large computations, so it can be applied in the short-time scales. In longer load profiles, i.e. one-day to one-year mission profiles, the FEM simulation is not efficient. In order to overcome this problem, thermal models are needed that are accurate enough to give temperatures in critical locations and can be used for fast simulations of large data [22]. A solution is to model the thermal behavior of the IGBT modules in the fast circuit simulators with simple equivalent electrical elements. But, currently it is difficult to include the effect of boundary conditions in the thermal models to be used in the circuit simulators. For this reason, simplified boundary-dependent thermal model should be translated from the FEM to the circuit simulator in order to instruct more generic, accurate and fast thermal model. Therefore, it is proposed to apply step response analysis for different boundary conditions in FEM – at least for the limited number of conditions that the IGBT module is imposed to those conditions. By simulating the FEM models, transient thermal impedance curves are extracted and mathematically fitted to a three-dimensional network. As shown in Fig. 4, the partial Foster networks in the thermal model are flexible from one RC layer to multiple RC layers depending on the optimum fitting. However, in order to simplify the process, one RC layer is used in this paper.

The RC elements in the regions, which are not varied by the boundary conditions, are shown as constant values. For better understanding of the idea, per-unit values of the thermal impedances in each layer are calculated by (7)

\[
Z_{th}(\%) = \frac{Z_{th}(max) - Z_{th}(min)}{Z_{th}(max)} \times 100
\]

where \(Z_{th}(\%)\) is the per-unit value of the thermal impedance, \(Z_{th}(max)\) and \(Z_{th}(min)\) are the maximum and minimum thermal impedances in the steady-state condition by varying the boundary conditions respectively. The per-unit values are given in Table III. As it is seen for the values less than 5%, we assume the thermal impedance is not changing with the boundary conditions.

The RC element values in respect to the different cooling systems are shown in Fig. 9. For a higher accuracy of the thermal model, the thermal coupling branches are connected to the main branch as the controlled voltage sources. As described in section II, the highly affected regions are from the baseplate solder to the case and from the case to the reference. The variation is mathematically curve fitted to determine the generic model for various cooling mechanisms. In the given

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Boundary conditions</th>
<th>(Z_{\text{j-s1}}) (%)</th>
<th>(Z_{\text{s1-s2}}) (%)</th>
<th>(Z_{\text{s2-C}}) (%)</th>
<th>(Z_{\text{C-ref}}) (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cooling system</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed case temperature</td>
<td>42.62</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
curves, the horizontal axis shows different \( h\text{tcs} \) (different cooling conditions) and the vertical axis shows the respected thermal resistance and thermal capacitance values. The curve fitted linear mathematical model and respected \( R^2 \)-squared values are also shown besides the curves.

For all cases, the \( R^2 \)-squared values are at least 0.9 for a better accuracy of the curve-fitting [23]. The generic thermal models for the variation of case temperatures and power losses are shown in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11. The schematic of one branch of the 3D thermal network (highlighted in red in Fig. 4) with a variation of different boundary conditions are shown in Fig. 12. It should be mentioned that the identification of thermal
coupling branches also follow the same methods as the main thermal branch.

By variation of the RC elements in the 3D thermal network, a flexible thermal network is developed, in which the RC elements are dependent on the boundary conditions. In other words, by the presented approach, the thermal model of IGBT module can get feedback from the power losses and cooling system in transient operation, and calculate accurately the temperatures in different locations with very high simulation speed. A schematic is shown in Fig. 13 to describe the transformation process of the boundary conditions from FEM to circuit 3D thermal network.

V. VERIFICATIONS

To validate the boundary dependent thermal models, first the thermal network is established in a circuit simulator environment (e.g. PLECS) and the temperature responses are compared with FEM simulations (e.g. ANSYS Icepak) in three sample boundary conditions. In order to find the power loss profile, the IGBT module is loaded with a three-phase DC-AC two-level Voltage Source Converter (2L-VSC). The schematic of the converter is shown in Fig. 14 and the detailed converter specifications are listed in Table IV. The IGBT, diode and other components are selected as typical values,
which are used in the grid-side inverters for wind power applications.

First, the validity of one-layer RC Foster network compared to a four-layer RC network (see Fig. 4) is tested. The curve-fitting process is implemented for both cases and the extracted RC values are placed in the 3D thermal network. The conditions for the test are set as: $I_{\text{load}} = 450$ A (peak), $T_{\text{ref}} = 30^\circ C$ and $htc = 5000$ W/m$^2$∙K. As it is shown in Fig. 15, one RC layer can estimate the junction temperature with high accuracy compared with the multi-layer RC network. So, 1-layer curve-fitting can be used for the 3D thermal network. The junction temperature results for a selected point on the IGBT chip ($T_2$ in Fig. 4) are shown for the cases of $htc=20000$ W/m$^2$∙K, $T_c=120^\circ C$, and $P_{\text{loss}}=100$ W. As it is clear in Fig. 16, the thermal model is consistent with the FEM simulations. The errors between the thermal model and FEM simulations for all cases are less than 1%.

Furthermore an experimental setup with the topology shown in Fig. 17 is established to validate the model in a real power cycling operation. The fundamental frequency of the converter is set to 6 Hz, which is usual in reliability power cycling tests [24]. A black painted, opened IGBT module is being monitored by an IR camera (Fig. 17). The IGBT module is mounted on a direct liquid cooling system as shown in Fig. 18 where the liquid cooling temperature and flow rate can be controlled for each experiment and to cool down the IGBT module homogenously [25], [26].

An infrared thermal image of one DCB section of IGBT module is shown in Fig. 19. In order to compare the temperatures monitored by the infrared camera and the temperatures extracted by the thermal model, same monitoring nodes as the 3D thermal network are considered on the surface of the IGBT/diode chips. As seen in Fig. 19, the nodes are between the bond-wires to monitor the chip surface temperature and not to monitor the bond-wires temperature. Although the experimental verification of the internal nodes temperatures is impossible because of inaccessibility of nodes

---

**Table IV**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters of converter shown in Fig. 14</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DC bus voltage $V_{dc}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated load current $I_{\text{load}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fundamental frequency $f_0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switching frequency $f_{sw}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filter inductor $L_i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IGBT module</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

![Fig. 14. Schematic of two-level voltage source DC-AC converter (2L-VSC).](diagram14)

![Fig. 15. Temperature results calculated by 1 layer RC network comparing to 4 layer RC network.](diagram15)

![Fig. 16. Junction temperatures from simulated simplified thermal model and FEM simulation at different boundary conditions: $htc=20000$ W/m$^2$∙K (a), $T_c=120^\circ C$ (b), $P_{\text{loss}}=100$ W (c).](diagram16)
in thermography, accuracy of internal nodes temperatures have been verified by FEM in [20].

Similarly to the experimental setup, a 2L-VSC is established in the circuit simulator – PLECS in this work – and the 3D thermal impedance network is established. The IGBT/diode chips power losses are identified and injected to the thermal network. To be ensured about the validity of model in different boundary conditions, two scenarios are implemented in the experiments. For the first experiment, the load current is fixed to 500 A (peak), the flow rate of the cooling water is fixed to 5 m³/hr, and the cooling water temperature is fixed to 45°C. In order to identify the equivalent htc, the water cooling system is simulated in FEM and the htc is extracted in the boundary of the baseplate and coolant. In the first experiment, the equivalent htc is obtained as 7000 W/m²·K. Because of difficulties in obtaining accurate power losses in the experimental setup, the power losses are calculated by datasheet of the IGBT module and fed to the 3D thermal model in order to get the same case temperature with the experiments. Using this method, the power losses are adjusted by ±10% that is a reasonable range in power loss calculations based on the datasheet.

The temperature results for the junction monitoring points T₂, T₅ and T₈ (as it can be seen Fig. 4) and the case obtained by the experiment and simulation are shown in Fig. 20. As it is clear from Fig. 20, the boundary-dependent thermal model gives the temperature with high accuracy – the error is less than 2%. It is worth to mention that the main features in using the boundary-dependent thermal model is the high accuracy in calculation of pick-to-pick temperatures, ΔT, and the maximum temperature, Tₘₐₓ, in the junction and internal temperatures. Both of ΔT and Tₘₐₓ parameters are critical in lifetime models for the IGBT module, which consider the bond-wire lift-off and solder crack failures [27]. The second experiment is implemented with different boundary conditions: Iₑₙₐₑₚₑₕₐₖ=700 A, V=1 m³/hr (htc=3000 W/m²·K), and T₉ₜ₉₉=34°C. As it is shown in Fig. 21, the thermal results are consistent with the experimental results for the both parameters ΔT and Tₘₐₓ – with the maximum error of 4%.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper a simplified boundary-dependent thermal model for high power IGBT modules has been presented. The boundary conditions, which were applied in the model, are the heat source (power losses) and the heatsink (cooling system). The presented thermal model is a generic RC lumped network, which is controlled by changing the heat source and heatsink. It has been proven that varying the power losses influences the junction to chip solder region of IGBT module, because of higher transient thermal impedance variations. Besides, by changing in the cooling system, the lower layers closer to the heatsink are more affected. By translation of the FEM thermal model, a boundary-dependent 3D thermal network model for a circuit simulator has been extracted, which can estimate detailed and accurate temperatures of the power module in different locations and layers. The thermal model has been validated by FEM and also by experiments. It has the benefits of FEM accuracy and circuit simulator speed and it can be used for accurate and detailed temperature estimation in real operating conditions. As the boundary-dependent thermal model can calculate steady-state junction ΔT and Tₘₐₓ the simulated temperature profiles can be used for accurate lifetime estimation of the IGBT modules for long-term mission profiles.
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